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Why This Text? 
By this age, students should be familiar with some special days in our 
country (Fourth of July, Thanksgiving, and so forth) . They may not be 
familiar, however, with some of the more specific holidays such as Flag Day, 
Memorial Day, Presidents’ Day, and Martin Luther King Jr . Day . They are 
also likely unfamiliar with Dr . King and the causes he stood for . This book 
provides the perfect opportunity to introduce both concepts to students 
and can be used as a springboard for other activities . 

Preparing to Read
Show the back and front cover of the book . Have a volunteer read the title . 
Help as needed with the more challenging words (Martin, Luther, and Jr.) . 
Have another student read the small title in the red box “Our Country’s 
Holidays)” . Ask students what the small title tells you about the big title . Say, 
What can you guess about the man pictured on the page? Who do you think 
he is? Desired response is “Martin Luther King Jr .” since that is the title of the 
book . Explore information on the back cover . Explain that sometimes books 
have details on the back cover that tell about the book . Read the text in the 
yellow box about Dr . King to the students . Ask them what this tells them 
about the book . Show them “Our Country’s Holidays” at the bottom and 
explain that these are other titles in this series . 

Reading Informational Text
For the first read, echo read the book with students . Read each page, then 
have the students echo the reading . Stop after each page, when needed, 
to discuss difficult vocabulary words . Write these words in a place where all 
can see . On the second read, assign student partners . Have them whisper 
read the pages, taking turns with each page . Circulate as they read . When 
you notice they are having difficulty with a word, support them with such 
questions as: What do you see in the picture? How might that help you know 
what the word could be? What letter does the word start with, and what sound 
does that letter make? How would you sound out the word? 

Connect and Respond
1 . What was Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream? (He wanted everyone to live, 

learn, work, and play together .)

2 . Why does the picture on page 9 match the text on page 8? (It shows that 
this man is not being treated the same as others because he has to drink 
water out of a certain drinking fountain .) What do the words in the picture 
tell you? (They show that there were certain things for white people and 
certain things for African Americans .) 

3 . Who decided Martin Luther King Jr. should have a holiday named after him? 
Find textual evidence to support your answer. (President Ronald Reagan, 
p .6) 

Culture & Community

Guided Reading Level: H
Genre: Informational
Text Features: glossary, index, 
photographs, primary sources, labels, table 
of contents

Lesson Objective: Social Studies
Students will learn about Martin Luther 
King Jr . and why we celebrate Martin Luther 
King Jr . Day .

Essential Question
Why was Martin Luther King Jr . important? 

Lesson Objective: ELA
Students will identify, read, and name 
words that have the /ee/ and /ea/ sounds . 

Background Knowledge
Write the word holiday in a place where all 
can see . Ask students if they know what a 
holiday is . Write definitions below the word 
and circle the definition and the word . 
Ask students for examples of holidays . 
Write those in a bubble diagram format 
around the center bubble . Ask students 
to tell what special things they like doing 
on holidays . As needed, share some of 
your own traditions (or traditions from 
your childhood) to help move along the 
discussion . Explain that some holidays 
celebrate certain events and other holidays 
celebrate certain people . As appropriate, 
talk about the people who are celebrated 
on some of the events you have listed . 

Vocabulary
African Americans (p . 8)
dream (p . 12)
equally (p . 8)
honor (p . 6)
January (p . 6)
law (p . 6)
marches (p . 14)
peaceful (p . 14)
speeches (p . 14)
treated (p . 4)
vote (p . 10)
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Morphology
Write the words speeches and treated where all can see . Explain that both 
words are found in their book . Say these two words out loud with the 
students, then have them repeat the words with you . Ask students to tell you 
what sounds these words have in common . As needed, emphasize the long 
ē sound in both . Show that even though they both have the same sound, 
the letters are not the same . One has an ee and the other has an ea . Explain 
to students that this is because both ee and ea make the long ē sound . Write 
other long ē words that have the ee and ea vowel teams including peaceful 
(p . [x3]), dream (p . 16), and real (p . 16) . 

Language Arts Activity
Introduce students to various text features including pictures and labels . 
Have students refer to page 7 and point out the label . Read the label aloud . 
Discuss how this label helps a reader . In this picture, the label shows who 
President Ronald Reagan is . This is necessary since there are multiple people 
in the photo . Have the students refer to other labels in the book including 
those on pages 5 and 15 . Ask them to think about why some pictures in the 
book have labels and some do not . 

Primary Source Activity
Explain that this book includes photos that were taken a long time ago . 
These photos are called primary sources because they show pictures of an 
event that happened in history . 

• Have students refer to page 5 . Ask them to explain how they can tell 
this picture was taken long ago . (photo is black and white, students are 
wearing old-fashioned clothes) Ask students to share what this picture 
shows them about Martin Luther King Jr . 

• Have students refer to page 11 . Say, What clues in this photo tell you it 
was from a long time ago? Responses should mimic those in the previous 
example . Spend time discussing this photo . Note the writing on the 
signs . Explain why the people are walking and holding these signs . Also 
make note of the little boy in the picture and discuss what clues this 
gives the reader about the time period . Ask students what other details 
they notice and how this helps them better understand the book . 

• Continue with other primary source photographs in the book as necessary . 
Consider contrasting some of the photos that are not from long ago (pages 
13, 17,  and 19) . Ask students how they know these were taken more 
recently and how they are different from the historical photos . 

Social Studies Activity
Have students turn to page 16 in the book . Read the text aloud . Remind 
students what Martin Luther King Jr .’s dream was, as found on page 12: “He 
wanted everyone to live, learn, work, and play together .” Ask them to think 
about the words on page 16 . Ask: Why would fighting not allow his dream to 
come true? Answers should include such responses as “When we fight with 
others, we can’t really live, learn, work, and play together,”  and “When people 
fight, they don’t get along, and Dr . King wanted people to get along .” Have 
the students discuss ways that they can work out differences, disagreements, 
and problems without fighting . Write these ideas in a place where all can 
see . Challenge the students to remember these ideas the next time they 
have a problem with someone that needs to be solved . You may want to do 
some role-playing where two children want the same ball to play with at 
recess and they work out their problem by agreeing to share, agreeing to do 
something different, and so forth .

Materials/Resources Needed
N/A

Support English Learning

Offer realia, gestures, or photos to support 
the introduction of new vocabulary .

• When working with the ee and ea 
words, make an emphasis that some 
letter combinations have different 
sounds than what one might think, 
so it is important to learn the rules in 
order to know how to say the words . 

• Provide help with multiple-meaning 
words as necessary (dream, march, 
treated) helping them understand 
that the meaning of the word can 
be determined by what the whole 
sentence or paragraph says . 

• Help students with the pronunciation 
of difficult words (African Americans, 
January) . Use a children’s dictionary as 
a guide if needed, showing students 
how to use this part of the resource .
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